
Matthew 

Chapter 17:14-27 

The Passion Revealing Continues (Chapters 16-17) 

 
REVIEW: 

Many scholars believe Matthew is actually broken into 5 sections 

1. Sermon on the Mount = chapter 5-7 – for the multitudes 

2. Healings thru faith = chapters 8-9 culminating in chapter 10 = for Disciples, pulled into the Kingdom call 

3. Chapter 13 = parables, for both (chapter 14 – call to decision) 

4. Chapter 18 = teachings about the community of following Jesus 

5. Chapter 23-25 = almost like the second Sermon on the Mount before He dies  

 

* Feeding of 5000 vs. 4000 

* Review 16 from last week’s teaching …super important to highlight the Passion predictions 

a) Peter’s confession 

b) Jesus’ charge to keep it quiet 

c) Jesus’ prediction of His future suffering, death, and resurrection 

d) His call to discipleship and following Him 

e) The Transfiguration 

f) Jesus’ command to keep quiet 

g) A discussion on the coming of Elijah 

h) the healing of a boy 

i) 2
nd

 prediction of His death 

ALL of it has to do with 1) Who Jesus is and 2) Why He came 

 

• Matthew 17:14-21 

What do you make of this story of healing coming right after this massive section on Jesus’ Passion announcement? 

Why might this be here? 

Lunatic= literally moonstruck, probably epileptic which they thought was influenced by the moon 

• Mark 9:14-29 

Interesting. Back in chapter 10, the disciples had already done this kind stuff if it is at all in order (Mark says otherwise) 

• Matthew 10:8 

It seemed almost easy…yet now, they can’t do it 

When did this attempted healing take place? 

When Jesus was on the Mountain 

After being gone for several days, the disciples struggle in what before was routine 

What does this remind you of? 

Moses on Sinai…away, the children struggle 

What do you make of Jesus’ response? Does this seem impatient? Is this fair? 

Why weren’t they able to do it? 

What does that tell you about their “approach”? 

Why do all 3 synoptics include this story here? They are telling us it fits with the transfiguration, but why? 

Where are they headed from here on out? 

 

Mustard seed = Matthew 13:31-32 

Small yet productive 

What Jesus said in that parable about the Kingdom He now says about faith 

What is the lesson here? Does the amount of faith matter? 

Why was Jesus able to remove this demon? Just because He is Jesus? 

It’s GOD 

 

• Matthew 17:24-27 

The denarius is Roman, the drachma is Greek – roughly equal in value = a days wage 

This is the Temple tax 

It was a half shekel, or a drachma each 

It was used for the maintenance of the Temple 



It was an annual fee 

Comes from Exodus 30:11-16 

Not everyone saw it the same 

The Essenes for example thought it was once per lifetime 

Eventually, after the war, everyone had to pay this tax, and they used it for the Temple of Jupiter in Rome 

I suggested that Peter was perhaps (or maybe even likely) at least 20 for two reasons. 

First, it was apparently customary for a rabbi to select one of his disciples who would be sort of a lead disciple over the 

others (as it seems Peter is in numerous biblical episodes) 

Also the two drachma tax (Matt 17:24-27).  

Apparently, that tax was collected of those 20 yrs. old and older.  Jesus pays it for himself and Peter only.  Does this 

suggest that the rest of the disciples were less than 20? 

What does Jesus mean, “the sons of the King are free?” 

Really means this is supposed to be voluntary 

Might even be speaking of Himself as King 

Interesting, what do you make of this weird thing Jesus asks Peter to do? What is odd about this section? 

Never says it happens 

Possibly just being sarcastic 

 

Jesus didn’t think this tax was right 

Jesus as we will find out was completely fed up with the Temple 

He would prophecy its destruction and some 40 years later it would fall and NEVER be rebuilt 

On top of that the Muslims moved in in 700 AD and reside there to this day 

Jesus is clearly making light of it, but it isn’t time to challenge/judge the Temple yet 

 

This weird little story looks forward to His overturning the tables 

 

 


